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The problem of dust control in mines and in all kinds of 
industries, began to take a serious aspect since-the start of 
the twentieth century* After several complaints had been 
brought to the courts# the industrialists concerned began to 
take steps in order to avoid unnecessary expenses arising 
.from the complaints of the workers attacked by the disease- 
caused by silica dust*

The harmful effects of dust were known by m m  since the 
earlier times# as far back as 46O B* C* In those days# men 
occupied in digging metals from the earth knew that they were 
exposed to some kind of illness from breathing dust If they 
were occupied in those industries for several years *

It was only after the discovery of the microscope, and 
after noticeable advances had been made in physiology that 
the real effects on the health of workers breathing dust be* 
came apparent# m d  then several different means of'prevention 
were tried in an effort to decrease the fatalities*

There are almost innumerable uncertainties connected with 
the harmfulness of dust# but dust is now generally believed to 
be detrimental to the health through its effect on the throat, 
bronchial passages# lungs# stomach# as well as its effect on 
external organs# i#©*# eyes, ears# nose# and the skin cover* 
ir4 the entire body*

It now seems probable that the most harmful of the 
ordinary duats to breathe is that of silic&j probably any



finely divided insoluble dust * including that of coal * 
breathed by underground workers in large quantities for eon* 
tinuous- periods of time# will either ultimately result in 
bronchitis# miners*■ asthma# lead poisoning# or miners* eon* 
sumption$ or else predispose workers to pneumonia or tuber* 
culosis* But it must be emphasized that not even free 
silica (supposedly the most detrimental of the silica dusts) 
is harmful unless it is breathed in considerable quantities 
or concentrations and over an extended period of time*

It present#- there is a definite lack of knowledge m  to 
the size of atr*b©ro© tost likely to be harmful# and present* 
day#. so*called ^standards of air dustiness* are built on 
numerous uncertain premises on this point alone* Different 
authorities find varying maximum and minimum sizes of dust in 
lungs of deceased silicatiesj in fact# they rang© from as 
small as 0*2 micron to as large as 10 microns*. From this fact 
it is deduced that#- as far as lung harm is concerned# the dust 
•to he avoided is'that from 2/10 to 5/10 micron# on the low 
side#- to 6 or even m b  high as 10 microns:# on the high side.# 

The primary purpose of tost control is to bring down tie 
dust content of the air to a safe limit which is-toemas the 
•permissible dustiness11'# in order to provide the workers with 
a safe working place# to increase their efficiency# and to 
protect their health by furnishing them clean air*

The question of dust control is primarily an engineering 
problem* To be effective# it must be followed by medical con* 
trol of the workers* The former can be solved by the use of



water# local exhaust systems# dust filters and dust traps; by 
providing dust respirators and air masksj and by addition of 
other dusts* The latter can be solved by physical examination 
of the workers before hiring them, and by periodic examinations 
thereafter*-

fh# first systematic study of silicosis among miners was 
undertaken in South Afrl.ee* and methods of control of the dust 
hazard in the mines of 'that country have been an, -example for 
other-mining districts of. the world* The most effective -wpy 
was found to be the- control of dust by the use of water sprays# 
For this reason# methods of dry control were neglected*

The purpose of this investigation is to find out how effec* 
tive is the control of dust when ventilation alone Is used, 
after a blasting is done or during dry drilling in a drift*
It is also to compare the results obtained by both wet drill* 
tag without ventilation and. wet drilling, with ventilation* 
Further, It is to show the Effectiveness of a water spray in 
eliminating dust from mine air*

' The experiments were conducted in the Experimental line 
of the Colorado School of -Mines in Idaho Spring %  Colorado#: 
to provide condition# :ta full scale operations*



w&m t 
general co uiDifuxions

mrihiTion aud m  j ctb

Dust may be defined as fin©# dry particles of earth 
or other matter so comminuted■that they say ho raised and 
wafted by the wind;* The term •dusts** includes all those 
fiat- and solid particles thrown off from various substances 
in the processes of manufacture or treatment of articles in 
common use in daily life* Dust may also be defined- accord*
In# to particle- sizes* solid particles ranging ta size 
fro-a less than I micron to about 150 microns*,

Dusts are mainly classified according to' their physi
ological character* Although several classifications have 
been made# each one -different# dusts can be conmonly el&aaJL* 
fled m  by Baskervill© 1/ in 1912 as* (a) Insoluble taergsnle

2/ Harrington# B*# and Davenport# S# 1## Beview of literature on Effects of Breathing Dusts with Special Eefereme© 
to Silicosis* 0* S* Bur* of Mines# 1*0* 6835# p* 1# March# 
19.35*,

dusts# including, metals (an-tiitony# arsem-Ic* type metal# 
brass# bronze# -copper# aluminum# Iron#- steel# lead#. manga* 
nest# vanadium and ferrovamulium# silvei tin# zinc# and 
solder) ta a state of fine division (dusts# atomised metals# 
metallic powders)! .flue dusts# various ore dusts (iron ore)}, 
silica}- sand# emery# fltat# glass powders! carbon graphite#
diamond# coal# soot} brick dust# marbl,## .granite# cement#



terra cotta} lime* gypsum* plaster* m@erscii.ami! phosphates! 
and guano# (b) Soluble inorganic dusts* including sub-- 
stances likely to be swallowed and absorbed* such .as metal 
particles* including lead* brass* copper* zinc* arsenic* 
mercury* and silver# as well as soluble inorganic salts*
(c) Organic dusts* comprising such widely varying materials 
as sawdust* fur* skins* feather#* broom straw*- grains*, 
flour## jute*- flax* hemp* cotton* wool* carpet dust* street 
sweepings* tobacco-box dust*, hides and leather* felts*, rags* 
paper* and horsehair*

F&m*zm msmvAiima of thi effects
OF MIST

Although systematic studies of 'the' effects of dust on 
the health of workers had begun in the second hall' of the 
nineteenth -century*- its harmfulness was -observed before the 
time of Hippocrates.

The oldest published data regarding the harmfulness of 
exposure to dust is the statement in Pliny'*# Mature! History 
I/' that - •Minimum refiners in the factory envelop their 
faces with loose- bladders* which enable them to see without 
inhaling the fatal, dust#*

Hippocrates gf$ who was born about 460 B, tU* called

2/ Sayers* R* B*,* Silicosis Among Miners t U*S* Bur* of 
Mines* Tech, Paper 373* 1925*

attention to the difficult breathing of the metal'digger.

mailto:m@erscii.ami


.Celsua* a Boxgaa medical writer who lived. in the first 
century* state»-i

•By far the most terrible form of ■ emaciation is that 
which the Greeks hill fcthisis* I t . "  spreads to the' lungs*,
-0r* top of '-this ulceration occurs m l  % slow fever tnuch.at 
times disappears and at times reappears#*

In 1551 Amatos, Du si tar us J/ reported that most -workers 
occupied with the preparation of gypsies and -lime died of 
lung. phthisic*

Agricola .1/ In his Dm te Metallic^* published Is 1556# 
described mining as* %  perilous occupation -to pursue be
cause the miners are- son ©times .killed- by the pestilential 
■air which flxey breath®! sometimes their lungs rot away#:* 

Georgius Agricola: 1/ points out that 'la the sixteenth 
century it was known that permanent injury -to the lunge 
resulted from, exposure- to certain kinds of dust but not to 
all kinds. Two kinds of injurious dusts were aotaowiedged - 
a nonearrosive and m corrosive type* Bach'of these classes 
was associated with a different kind of lung engage’■*-■
•staple* and ••infective11 silicosis* respectively# described 
in the If 16 General lepert of the Miners^ flithisi# fraventlon 
Coxisittec- -of South Africa*

Paracelsus 1/* a Swiss alchemist and physician# in hi* 
book. an' miner**■"• phthisis and other miners-f diseases* described 
tapeclally the cteonic lung troubles'.of miners as •lung con
sumption*, »asthaia** .and •dyspnea*1* fie was the first to list 
briefly the occupational diseases of misers and sjseXVxs as



well as the first In world literature to prepare a monograph 
on. Industrial medicine*

According to Stouzeiaanm %J9 f ausa* in 1614, was the 
first to discuss in detail lung diseases of miners, and the 
asthma of grain measurers* In 1649*; Diemerbrock is said to 
have mad# the first section of a stonecutter*# lung which# 
in a case of fatal asthma* revealed nXung vesicles completely 
clogged with fine dust**1

In 1652# Hrsinus wrote of the lung disease that attached, 
especially the aimer hut also: the smelter* So divided lung 
diseases into two classes - one was caused by poison and the 
other was not* fit# principal symptoms ..he described were 
Coughing and shortness of breath*

In 1690 loteeiss J/* referring to miners* gave the mor
bid sequence of events as follows!

■ •The dust and stones fall upon the lungs, the mm have 
lung disease* breathe with difficulty* and at last take com- 
#umption*»

Bamazsini 1/ was the first to recognise the social 
significance of Industrial diseases from chemical substances* 
In his book published in 1700 be mentioned the harmful effect 
of dust on the respiratory organs* For imfmmtim* he went 
to the wibker# in the occupations* entered the mines* ascended 
the mine .shafts* and collected the experiences of his occupa
tional colleagues*

In 1770 Seheffler %/ wrote that the description of 
miners* phthisis given by the previous medical mm was in-



sufficient* Sis conception of it wm$ & Hhromic slow form 
with hardomlnf of the glands and obstruction of the lungs 
with a lack of elaboration, secretion, nutrition, and 
apposition which through the arsenical or other dusts dries 
out the soft lymph of the glands in the lungs and air paa<* 
safes#* m e  symptoms given fey him were slight fever, loss 
of appetite;, cough, shortness of breath, and swollen feet,, 
the patients finally becoming bedfast and showing- great 
weakness, irregular puls#,, sleeplessness, dry shin, usually 
constant fever, often bloody sputum, hemorrhage^ sweating, and 
diarrhea until death claimed them*

is a result of m special inquiry into the prevalence 
Of dust phthisis, Allison %J found that rarely did a mason, 
regularly employed in hewing stones in Edinburgh,. live free 
from phthisical symptoms to the age of' 50* According to-. 
Mavrcgcrdato, Allison, a professor at Edinburgh, established 
tte association between dust phthisis and tuberculosis, that 
is, between -rnmt phthisis and true phthisis*

DISEASES aAPSil M  DOST

the disease caused fey inhalation of dust is commonly 
esllei Pneumoconiosis' (from Grech Pneumen, lung, and koni% 
dust), a general term covering all dust diseases of the 
lunge, fibrous and nonfiferom* it includes silicosis, 
silicatosis, ant&raeoala, sideroeis, and ashestosis*

■* A fibrosis caused fey free silica (or



qumrtx) the best teowm scientifically of the dust diseases 
#f the lunge,

[« ** A type of fibrosis found after the expo*
sure to certain mineral dusts and assumed to- fee- caused fey 
various silicates* It Is . distinct from the sharply defined, 
coarse, nodular fibrosis caused fey silica dust*

i*. m- k dust disease of the lungs found in
coal mtetrsi it is presumed to depend on Inorganic dust to 
coal# fee lungs are black*

Mfe#sto.sia» * A fibrosis of the lungs with character* 
Islto. microscopical stigmata due to breathing asbestos dust, 
a silicate of nagneaium*

l* « A tern applied to a fibrosis. of toe lung#
found to metal workers*; fee lungs are yellow or red fmm 
metallic oxides, generally of iron#

Silicosis

fee following definition of silicosis w m  adopted at 
to# International silicosis Conference to South Africa to 
Iff© and is generally accepted! Silicosis is m pathological 
condition of to# lu n g s  due to inhalation of silicon, dioxide* 
ft cam be produced experimentally. to animals*

fee term silicosis m m  first used fey Bovi&a t o  1 S 7 1 * 

irautoms:
Itoatotiom of silica dust is mot usually accompanied fey 

etldemces of' irritation and,, if free from other irritating



dusts, map.be breathed without arousing suspicion of Its 
dangeroow character* A/

Symptoms usually observed on the workers attacked bp 
silicosis are?

1* Shortness of breath has been generally recognised 
as the cardinal symptom of silicosis* Dyspnea accompanies 
exertion in the earlier stages of silicosis and increases 
progressively until in the later stages it often prevents 
any labor*

2* Chest pains were admitted frequently* generally 
anteriorly, and. more often on one■side only* they do not 
interfere with- manual labor*

3% Cough is a symptom frequently admitted in silicosis 
and generally is unproductive*

4* Expectoration when present in uncomplicated sill* 
oasis, the sputum Is usually clear or has a bluish tinge 
and is of a viscid, tenacious consistence* very difficult 
to cough up* fee color of expectoration may be due to the 
color of rock mined*

5* hemoptysis appeared to be more common among sill* 
coties than was expected*

6# loss of strength due to respiratory insufficiency* 
7* Gastrointestinal symptoms were pronounced in toe 

more advanced cases, and loss of appetite was admitted#

According: to fancoast j/, the- pathological features are 
(a) entrance of dust! (b) *du«t cell11 or macrophage* (c) en~



trance of the dust cell tot# the lymphatic system of the 
lunge: as a carrier of silica or other particles! (d) influx 
once' of the deposited silica to toe production of fibrous 
tissue! (e) action of silica! (f) elimination of dust!
(i) predisposition of the fibrotie mud silica-saturated 
long to respiratory infections, especially tuberculosis* 
#t&&̂ *s

fee disease Is divided arbitrarily into first, 
second, and third •stages*

first Btagej fee symptoms of uncomplicated first* 
stage silicosis are few and often indefinite* the man may 
apparently he quite well md  his working capacity not 
noticeably to-paired* flight shortness of breath on exertion 
md~ some unproductive cough, often with recurrent colds, are 
toe most general symptoms# fee man may have a little less 
ability to expand his chest than formerly and the elasticity 
of the chest may be slightly impaired*, the earliest specific 
indication of the presence of silicosis is the radiographic 
appearance, consisting, of generalised arborisation through** 
out both lung fields with more or less small discrete 
mottling*

Second Stage* A definite shortness of breath on 
exertion is usually found, m d  pains to the chest are a fre** 
qmnt complaint* A dry morning cough is often present, some*** 
times.with vomiting* md recurrent colds are more frequent* 
Bven then the man*# appearance m y  be healthy, but he is 
dyspenic on exertion* he cannot work a# well as formerly* his



chest ©ipsaion Is noticeably decreased* the movement being 
sluggish and diminished in elasticity*.

third Stage# the shortness of breath la mrMed end 
distressing wen m  slight exertion*. the cough is more 
frequent# the expectoration is via, most cases slight*, hut 
.may he copious# She individual*® capacity for work becomes 
seriously and permanently impaired! his expansion is great** 
ly decreased even with forced inspiration! he may lose 
flesh! Ms. pulse rate m y  be increased! -and M s  heart m y  
become dilated#

PBifSeifib FACTORS fBODOCIKG PmMOHABf
f j a m / m

fh@ principal-- factors now thought to determine whether 
exposure to dust will produce pulmonary pathology are* 
nature of the dust*' particle also* quantity of the dust dis^ 
parsed in the atmosphere* and length of exposure# In general* 
It has been held that* other factors being equal* the harm** 
fulness of a qu«ts^.©at*#jaing dust is .in direct proportion 
to its quarts content#

Free silica-or quarts has been considered the out stand** 
log dust factor in industries with excessive mortality from 
dust diseases J/#

27 larrington* 1 i># and fcaveiiport* S# *J#7 Beview ô ' liter-ature on Effects of Breathing Dusts with Special Refer** ence to billcosls* B* S* Bur* of Mines* 1*0# 604®* PP*
fiSbHJa    , T.



Silica is ©a® of the most common minerals* md it is m 
oombtoaiion of the element silicon (Si) m d  oxygen. (0)* It 
occurs alone in the $£tmm form and* as such* !* variously 
known m  silicon dioxide or *frm* silica*. In combination 
with other elements*, it Is known m  Combined. ®ili.esv*. but 
in tola fow it is lea# harmful than free silica#

Silica is believed to act on toe lungs to toe following 
manner i/i

1*. Silicosis is a result of to® local action of hydrato 
©d silica upon toe pulmonary tissue* fhts action is of a 
^ysiochomical nature*, and toe sited of its development* 
other things being equal# depends upon the rapidity with 
which fresh silica hydros©! is formed and brought into com* 
tact with pulmonary tissue*.

%* Substances which.favor to® formation of silica 
hydrosol from silica* when added to toe silica dust* aoeei* 
©rat© to© development of silicosis# for example* toe alka«* , 
lie* Substances which retard or prevent toe formation of 
hydros©! from silica* or which coagulate to® hydros©! when - 
formed# retard or prevent silicosis# for ©xmaplo* carbon* 
coal dust* clay®*- and many other substances*

3* fhe -action of silica in producing toe nodular 
pulmonary fibrosis which is termed silicosis has not been 
paralleled tons far by any nonsiliceous substance*

4* Silica is a noma!, constituent of plant- and animal 
©tils# it® presence seem® ©mentis! in certain tissues* and 
absence frota to®, food of toe organism is disastrous*



-.5# fh© study of the role of- silica in biology sivge^ts 
that mmf of the p e e w w  of all metabolism belemf to ,to# 
real® of ooitolial physics*

6* ion# char a# tori# tie cellular phenomena are explained 
most simply by regarding to# living cell as a polyphase 
colloidal system*

there is no- doubt that to# smaller to# particles* to# 
greater toe likelihood of their entrance into toe interstices* 
to# si®# of toe particles in prolonged suspicion in toe air 
is nor# likely to be under 5 microns than over#- probably toe 
most- dangerous dust is that ranging’ from 2 microns to 0*5 micron 
or smaller*, because toes# impalpable particles readily remain 
in suspension in toe air for long periods of time* Si# sis# 
of too fume particles ranges from 1 to 0*2 in diameter* In 
other words* it is thought tost to# smaller the particles* 
to #  greater toe danger* although there m ay be a  lower' limit** 
log sis# m  well as a higher on#* ©net particles under five 
microns in sis# readily' pass through toe month and- ites% 
traverse to# bronchial passages*, and lodge in to# alveolar 
.tissue*- frost which remote parts of the lung structure they 
usually- cannot be- dislodged by hawking or coufhini* th# sis# 
of toe dangerous dust (supposedly 1 to 5 microns) is roughly 
that of to# • tubercle bacillus*

Hi# authors m. toe- subject generally agree that to# 
quantity -of aust toot will provoke dust dlsitst# cannot be



gives precisely*, since. it. is- met the absolute quantity .or 
quality that matters* but the relative quantity* pmtmm

might resist a proportion of 100 particles per cubic eentto 
meter*, while another would react unfavorably to 5© particles! 
there is also- the tool# question -of 'the rate of Inhalation* 

fce higher safe limit, of dustiness - which is. termed- the 
eperiilaslbto dustiness8 differs with each country* By ex* 
perimmm it has been found that by a proper ms# of water md 
other controlling devices* the- quantity can. be kept below 
#i million of dust per cubic foot of air#' iO-million of dust 
particles is the quantity generally accepted*:

toe bom to African figure for pera&saAfcto dustiness is 
S*f million particles per cubic foot* fbis figure m s  based 
on engineering expediency rather than on medical requirement* 

to . toe Onited itabes* the £i0 ires between %. and 10 
million - particles per' cubic foot of air m m  considered as be** 
tog the permissible dustiness* this requirement is more 
severe than the South Africa© figure of 0*5 million particles 
of dust per cubic foot of air*
&«n*tfa of Exaoaure

toe £irstf*stage silicosis say develop in as short a time 
as eight months* Among foundry workers- where toe silicosis 
risk is tow* firs testate silicosis develops .only 'after long 
employment* But in severe quarts-dust exposure* where cases 
■may occur to a matter of a few mouthy toe condition is very 
likely to progress and to-become complicated by tuberculosis 
whether the man leaves his fusty occupation or not* ■ toms toe



length of exposure that will produce the disease varies with 
the working conditions and individual susceptibility*

1G0B-0MIC ABB iSGM, A6P1CTS

In recent years the problem of dust diseases began to 
became serious, because of the economic and legal aspects 
which .it involved*. Suits were brought to the courts, by the 
workers claiiaing tost they became attacked by the disease, 
particularly by silicosis, during their employment in the 
industry* their claim for high compensation threatened the 
industry* for this reason, the enactment of laws to protect 
both the employers and the employees became a necessity* 

Silicosis was not included in European laws in the 
earlier schedules of occupational diseases, although what 
is now called silicosis was recognised early in South Africa
4/»

y  Harrington, D* and Davenport, S* J*, Review of literature on Effects of Breathing Busts with Special Refer
ence to Silicosist 0* S* Bur* of Mines, I* 0* 6892, Part 
IIl-B, Pi* 267-335, August, 1936*

In Great Britain compensation for industrial diseases was 
first granted under the Workmen*'® Compensation Act of 1906*. 
Hxis act contained a schedule or list, and -any disease placed 
on this list became an accident under toe meaning of the act* 
©wing to its chronic character and other differences from 
most occupational diseases,, silicosis was never placed on 
this list* A special act, to® Workmen *s Compensation (Sill-



eosisj Act, was passed in 1918 granting compensation in those 
industries to which the met should ho mod# applicable at any 
til®#* this was modified in 1924 and finally .absorbed into: 
the Consolidating lorta#m*s Compensation tot of 1925*

In South Africa* the liners1 Phthisis Compensation Act 
became offeetIt# on August I* 1912J it m m  preceded in Ifll 
'by a scheme granting compensation' for silicosis# the many 
investigations mad# and experience gained have lei to 
changes in the lawj farther measures were pass## in 191%
1917* and 1919f and finally in 1925 the present act* Known 
as the liners* Phthisis lets Consolidation ‘Jet* became . 
effective#.

In Canada* ^Miners* Phthisis* m s  included in the list 
of compensable diseases enumerated in the Workmen*# Hempen* 
sation Act of Ontario in 1917* Its legal; Interpretation re* 
■gnired the presence of silicosis with active tuberculosis in 
a mineri the first ease was compensated in 19241*' The sill* 
cos is provision# of the Ontario. Mines Act and the Compensation 
Act were passed in 1926*

In the inited States* mlthough workmen*s compensation 
law# were in operation in 44 state#* only 12 state# mmpm~* 
sated for- occupational diseases before 1934* Three of these * 
Minnesota* lew Jersey# and Ohio (also fort# Bico) «* ha# 
scheduled *stj.ch occupational diseases as shall be considered 
compensable** but had not listed silicosis* In the f#s&ifs» 
lug six states* two territories^. and the district of Columbia* 
the compensation law# brought occupational diseases under a



general- coverage or through interpretation of the word# 
wperaonal Injuries arising out of the employment*# unqual* 
if let toy any requirement that such injury *sh.all tot %  
aooidfpt*# inder this type of law# accorling to' Eeiaet J/*. 
silicosis might tot considered a compensable occupational 
disease In California# Connecticut# .District of Columbia# 
Hawaii* Massachusetts# Missouri# Horto Dakota* Philippine 
Islands* and Wisconsin*

iinct-1931* several states ratified new occupational-* 
disease laws including asbeatosis and silicosis among . the 
compensable diseases*

The cost of ■compensation for silicosis has been megii** 
gltole to the imited States until tot so*called silicosis 
*r ache tears* began to sue to to© courts-and collect such 
large damages tost toe existence of some of toe dusty in* 
dustries was toreatoned*

toe most complete figures available are those for South 
Africa* toe total amount paid for silicosis compensation 
from the enactment of the miners* phthisis- laws of South 
M r  lea to 1934 exceeds i7D*t00*0§§*

In Great Britain tot total number of cases of silicosis 
tod asbes tos is in which compensation was -paid -under the com* 
pensation schemes in 1933 was 1*399J and the total: amount 
paid was 109*286 pounds*- there were twenty^el^ht fatal 
cases in the coalmining industry for.which compensation 
costs Mounted- to 7*142 pounds). 102 disablement cases con* 
tinned from previous years) and 126 new. disablement cases



mere paid 16*451 pounds*
In Ontario* Canada# the total cost of silicosis com-* 

pensation in 1932 was #301)067*75* St - is estimated that 
the silicosis hazard costs 1 1/4 per cent of the total mine 
payroll* although only 2 1/2 par cent of the mm employed 
by the mining companies are actually exposed* lech case 
costs the companies #11*000 to #12#000*

In iermaay during the period from 1931 to 1933* more 
than 1*400 miners are said to have died of rock^dust lung 
disease (silicosis) in the principal mining district of 
Dortmund# and 174 million marks were expended for silicosis 
c a s e s *

Although the data given above on the cost of ompmm** 
tion for silicosis are not extensive or complete# they at 
least indicate the cost to the mining industry where such 
compensation has hem part of the cost of operation for some
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Sources of Dust 
Th# main sources of dust in meial^iaine air in the order 

of importance are? Dry drilling of holes for blasting! 
blasting) shoveling or Miaucking» very fine material at the 
working face which is usually poorly ventilated! loading 
oars from chutes) dumping loaded oars into chutes) and timber* 
ing* Dry crushing and other occupations in metal*»ine mills 
are also dangerously dusty*

Relatively the greatest dust hazard is in machine* 
-drilling with compressed air in metal mines and in exploration 
and preparatory work in dry# hard country rock of the hard* 
coal mines $/$ because the miner must breathe directly large

Harrington* D*, and Davenport* &* J*# Review of liter* ature on Effects of Breathing Dusts 'with Special Reference 
to Silicosis? B* B» Bur* of Mines* 1*0* 684$* Part 11*1* 
July* 1935*

amounts of injurious dust -at the place of origin* The dust 
caused by drilling is thrown Into the air and dispersed by 
the circulation of the air and the air movement caused by the 
operations# and by the exhaust from the compressed-air appar* 
atnSf

toe machines that permit water and air.to pass through 
the steel produce a great deal less dust than the dry drill*



The duatlmm drills §/ are constructed to prevent air

§/ M&cbeod# 0*. A*# Dust to British Columbia linesi Dan* Kin* 
and Met* Bulletin 330, » *  427*434* October# 1939*

passing with the water through the hollow drill-steel to to# 
cutting bit* to several atoms of Oanmda where they are am* 
ployed* it is reported that the dust counts have been re* 
duced to approximately 8*5 particles per cubic foot of air* 
This only applies to holes drilled toriaontally or slightly 
downward or upward#

toe stopers produce move dust than the drifters* Also 
there is more dust produced when collaring the hole than 
when it is further advanced* If m t  drilling is done# care
must he taken to see that the water is turned on before any
drilling is done# and if an extra water hose is used to main
tain a stream of water at the c o l l a r i n g  locutions# a further 
reduction of dust is obtained*
gfaaiiaa ••

In general* the blasting of drift faces* raises, shaft
rounds, and large stops breasts, produces wore dust than
bull-dozing* blasting of missed boles* and other minor opera*
ttons*

toe duet produced to blasting is considered y  to be 
dangerous because of the density of concentration* toe large 
quantity of extremely fin© material it contains# and toe



presence of noxious gases* especially asides of nitrogen* 
produced from the explosives*

Blasting operations are divided roughly into two classes* 
primary and secondary# In primary blasting which includes 
blasting of shaft rounds* development rounds# rat**- rounds* 
and stop# rounds* ntntr# the ore or country .rock' is first 
broken* the men ar° not generally exposed to dust* to# 
blasting is don# at the end. of to# shift and several bows 
are allowed to daps# before to# next shift returns*

feeondmry blasting Include# further breaking of to# 
larger pieces from primary blasting by bull-dosing* chute 
blasting* and bloo!o*h©lJji§* Some mines have practically no 
secondary blasting during toe shift*
§hQVgiin&

it is a common practice to carry on to# drilling and 
mucking operations in a development drift at to# same time*- 
This double operation causes to# men to work In highly dust- 
concentrated' air* particularly if toe drill- is not of to# 
duatXesa type* or in to# m m  of dry drilling* .Sowever* toere 
will be very little dust produced if toe broken rock is kept 
wet*- k careful supervision and to# cooperation of to# work
men is necessary to get a full benefit t m m  this preventive 
measure*

leaping loaded cars into- -toe chute# and leadiitf car# 
from to# ton tot also produce a large amount -of dust* ##§#- 
dally itien to# lari# tonnage# are handled* In such cases*
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the tout## are large and toe rocks fall through a long dis
tance when they are loaded tot© toe ears*. The dust concen
tration at toe bottom of these chutes Is high* often above 55 
million particles per cubic foot* In toe average mine* to© 
chutes are smaller and are placed lower In toe drifts* so that 
toe rock falls a short distance* Unless the rock drawn Is 
dry* toe dust counts at toe bottom of toe chutes in these aver
age mines ay© generally low*

Dust Sampling
Dust sampling consists essentially of two operations!:

{!} Taking dust samples from a dust-laden mine air* or sam
pling* (2) Counting toe dust particles* 
gampliag

The principal method of sampling dust is impingement! 
among others are! electrical' precipitation* thermal precip
itation* filtration* settlement* washing*

: then a dust-laden stream of air Impinges at a high veloc
ity perpendicularly against a stationary surface* toe sudden 
ehamge; in direction of flow* with consequent destruction of 
kinetic energy of dust* causes a separation of the particles 
from to© air*, which passes on leaving, to© dust adhering to 
toe impinging surface* A number of Instruments operating m  
this principle have been described sine©- to® earliest on© 
was developed by fouchet ln!859* The first to gain wide 
recognition in toe study of industrial dust was to© -Sots© 
tonimeter which was followed by to© Jet dust counter* de-



.signed by Owens* and to© Impinges* developed by dreenborg and 
Smith*

Kotze konimeter consists of a chamber* c m  side of which 
is a vaseline-coated glass plate* and an impinging orifice* 
which is perpendicular to the slid©* the air is sucked out 
of the chamber by a cylinder and a spring-actuated piston#
The only means of ingress of air is through toe impinging 
orifice* and when toe air enters toe chamber at high veloc
ity* toe dust is deposited in toe form of a spot on toe 
greased plate*.

The dust collecting' efficiency of to® konimeter is ad
mittedly low and Is selective with respect to else* It is* 
m  toe other hand* toe most compact and simplest sampling 
device*

Owens * Jet dust counter is somewhat similar to toe 
konimeter* It differs from to® konimeter in two respects! 
first* to© nozzle velocity is much higher* over 200 meters 
per second as. compared with 165 feet per second for toe 
konimeter) and* second* no adhesive substance is used on toe 
impinging surface# Instead the particles are caused to ad
here to the cover slip by the moisture that condenses upon 
them as a result of the great pressure drop and consequent 
lowering of temperature incurred by toe air in passing through 
toe nosale* Supersaturation and condensation are insured by 
to® preliminary humidification of to© air In toe entrance 
chamber which is lined with moistened blotting paper for this 
purpose*



in the impinger dust-sampling instrument* the principle 
of high velocity impingement is combined with subsequent col
lection of the dust particles in water or alcohol* Although 
the nozzle and impinging plate are immersed in water* the 
actual impingement takes place in air since'the inrushimg air • 
stream keeps the plate dry# the dust does not stick to the 
plate* as in toe konimeter*. hut is carried into the water 
where it is captured#

The efficiency of the impinger increases with toe veloc
ity of impingement and with toe particle- sis# of to# dust* 
since toes# two1 values determine toe amount of kinetic energy 
that is developed by the particles#

The impingers m y  be- actuated by compressed air* by ©lee- 
trie- power* or by hand*

The compressed air is commonly used to operate an ejector 
which furnishes toe required suction t# actuate the implnger*
A rugged flowmeter is used to give a constant rat# of sampling 
without continuous attention and adjustment* even when the air 
pressure fluctuates-*

Slectrlc-drlven pumps were used in the development of 
toe impinger* but have never been used to any extent in. to# 
mineral industries because of toe lack of electricity in a&ny 
of toe potential sampling places %/*

2/ Brown* C# i#i and Schrenk* H* H* * A Xeehaiqu# for is# of toe Impinger Methodi 0* S# Bur* of Mines* 1* c* 7026* June* 1938*



Hand-operated lisping ers m e  extensively used In to© min
ing industry* 'The hand-operated pump draws air at to# rata 
of 2 *$3 liters per minute through toe midget impingey at a 
crank speed of about 60 r*p*m* The energy required to- oper
ate the pomp is very” small (1/150 B*P#> The vacuum at to# 
sampling rate is 12 intoes of water*,

Hie principle of electrical precipitation ha# been suc
cessfully utilized for the collection of small quantities 
of industrial dust J/* The fact that electrically charged 
bodies in ‘an electric field tend to migrate to one of to# 
poles has long been known* Cottrell used tol# principle for 
the collection of dust samples* The essential feature of 
this instrument is a collecting electrode* consisting of a 
metal tube* and an ionising electrode. The dust particles 
are charged by toe ionising electrode and travel to to# col
lecting electrode* where they are deposited* In addition to 
to# collection system* it includes a high-tension transformer* 
a rectifying device for toe high potential alternating secondary 
current* a source of alternating current to excite toe trans
former* and a pump or fan for passing to# air to be studied 
toeeoih the electrically charged field*- 
.fteKffljO, Precipitation.

The thermal precipitation has been used, in mines for find
ing toe number of particles of fine dust j|/. It is based on

y  tatterson* 1* S#* Duatf Transvaal Chamber of lines# 
Johsupneaburg* 1936#
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the principle that test Is repelled from a hot surface arid 
deposited am a cold .surface* k thin wire placed between tm 
glass surfaces is heated electrically! 'and when the testy 
air is sucked over the hot wire, all the test is deposited 
m. the glass surf aces- in the form of two sharp lines* the 
test is examined under the microscope! and the number and 
else of the particles present are found* Ordinarily the in
strument catches all of the particles- present in the air 
between &%ms of about 5 microns and 1/10 micron or less, so 
that m y  particles likely to cause disease &r* obtained*
The instrument is easily worked! strong and compact! It may 
be used for obtaining a sample ©vara short period or average 
dust conditions over a long period*

The air is filtered through cottonwool, cloth, paper, 
or a soluble, chemical compound held in a filtering device 
and put in some convenient place in the mine* The great 
variety of f iltering- media employed for this purpose may be 
grouped under two headings!

1* Insoluble! cotton batting, paper! cloth, etc*
2* Soluble or volatile-! sugar reaareimaX* collodion,, 

anthracene! etc*
With filters of the first group! the amount of sample 

collected 1# determined graviisetrically,! either by noting 
the increase in the weight of the filter after drawing 
through a known volume of dusty air, or by weighing after 
ashing* 'The second method can only be used in the study of



incossbus tibl© substances and is s ujjeet- to error because of 
the Variable, mh  content of the filtering mediom*

Changes in the oof or of tlx© host spot m  filter paper 
haw also been used m  mi indirect means of aeamjreiient*. 
hxte paper is used with dusts of dark color, and Mack paper 
snould bo employed for the collection of white powers* This 
method yields consistent results only nhmi the samples are . 
constant with respect to color, a condition which rarely 
occurs*

the .amount of dust caught by settlement onto a plate mm* 
posed to. dusty air is a function of .tbs dust concentration in 
the air, but the relationship is not an asset one when the 
sampling is done in the open* The air is not still, and the 
■volume of air represented by a given dust deposit is there** 
fore unknown#

Green J/ has overcome this objection by using a closed 
settling chamber., modified from the original app<*r«*tus. of
Ovens, te which a teown volume of dust*4ad«n air can be- 
trapped. The apparatus is then set aside and all the par** 
tides of hygienic importance mm allowed to settle out.

The method is not proposed for roatxam work,'but- as a 
fundamental moans of obtaining the absolute concentration of 
particles larger than 0*2 aicion* 1 groat many fields- must 
be-examined to give a representative count*
Washing

'The. washing method .may be successfully used, depending.



u$0n the degree to which the particles are wetted* Xu this, 
method the chi sty air is bubbled through, water and brought 
into suspension*, the amount of dust may be estimated by 
count and by weight*

The apparatus devised by Palmer 2/ in 1916 consists of 
a pear-shaped glass bulb* at the base of ^hich is a water 
trap so arranged that the air is drawn through the trap and 
breaks the water into a spray which washes the dust from the 
air• After sampling is completed# the water is drained fro® 
the trap and taken to the laboratory for analysis*
Counting the, bust .Particles

There are two methods in use for counting the dust in 
the impinge? samplet Si# -microscopic method* and the- micro
projection method*.

To count the dust samples by the- microscopic method#
•the dust-containing liquid in the impinger flask is mad# up 
to a known volume* either in the flask or In another con
tainer# with dust-free impinger liquid 2/* If the concentre-

2/ Brown* C? B** Baum# L* A* H«# fant* &.* F*# and Schrehk:*B* 11* * Microprojection Method' for Counting. Impinger Bust 
Sample#! 0* 8* Bur* of Mines# R* I* 3373# January#; 193 S*

tion of dust in the sample is too high# as estimated from 
appearance or by examination under the microscope# a measured 
portion of liquid is diluted further to a known volum«| the 
number of dust particles in the field counted under the micro-



BQopm should not exceed about 50*
A Sedgwiek-Haf ter cell 2/# 1 ism* deep- and about 1 cm* 

in capacity is filled from the final diluted sample and al
lowed to stand for a. fixed length of time# 20- to 25 minutes* 
ftie particles in a 0*25 sat,* voliai© of the liquid at each of 
five different, places of the cell are counted umier the 
microscope with a 16 am* or X$S objective,, an# a, 7*51 or - 10X 
.ocular* using light-field illumination* -The tube -length is 
adjusted so that the area of a -Whipple ocular micrometer 
corresponds to an area of 1 mm# under the microscope* The 
dust concentration* is millions of particles per cubic foot 
of the air sampled# is calculated readily from the volume of 
-air sampled* the average count.per field or per 0*25 mm* of 
the final diluted liquid* and the- dilution factor*..

The microprojeotion method of dust counting %/ differs 
from, the microscopic method as followsi.

1* 'The .images of the dust particles are magnified 
1*000 times instead of 100 times* fhe .sa&e objective being 
used, m.: in the microscopic metnod# the number of particles 
revealed is the same* Smt-er signification is obtained by 
projecting the images- onto a screen at a predetn rmxned, die— 
tame and by using & high power eye piece - 201 instead. of 
7*51 or 101# At a magnification of ‘1*000# the apparent siae 
of the particle of 1 micron is one .millimeter*.

2* .  Images of dust particles in the cells are projected 
onto. a ruled translucent screen#, mhere they are counted by



using both eyes rather- than using one eye*.
3* Experiments have shown that’ the results -obtained' 

in counting, particles in fields of 0*05 « ♦  with the micro- 
projector are as accurate as those obtained in counting the’ 
particles' in fields of 0*2.5 mm* with the microscope*

4* lore concentrated samples may be counted by the 
mieroprojeeblom technique* since the distances between the 
particles mid the particles are magnified* this makes it 
■possible to count some of the imping er samples without any 
need for secondary dilutions* ' Samples 50' times' more concen
trated thah the maximum concentrated samples that could be 
counted with the microscope-can, be counted easily with the 
microprojector* The additional apparatus needed for the 
microprojector besides the microscope 'are* An automatic- 
feed, carbon-arc lamp with condenser and suitable rheostat 
for the available current* a heat filter for- removing heat 
from the light before it enters the microscope* a suitable 
eye-piece* a right-angle projection prism* a ruled translucent 
screen* remote control" to-permit'the observer at the' screen 
to focus the microscope and operate the mechanical st&gej and 
light baffles to permit the use of the' projector in a lighted 
room*

■ In bo eh the microscopic m &  microprojection methods# the 
counting may be clone by either light-field or d&fk-fleld* In 
the light-field counting method# the images of particles are 
seen dark on the illuminated screen* in the hark-field method 
the images are illuminated on a bladc-field* A central stop



is nocessary for converting light-field illumination, to dark- 
field*

The estimated sise of the smallest particles revealed by 
the light-field technique is about 1 micron* particles of 
about 0*2 micron in siae may be revealed by the dark-field 
procedure*

The dark-field counting is very much easier on the 
technician than in the ease with the lighi-fleM method and 
yields results independent of the skill or fatigue of the 
observer,#-
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The main. purpose of controlling tost la to keep at a 
permissible level the concentration of tost in the air of
working places in- order to provide the1 ;vorkers fresh air 
for their safe working*. and to prevent taea from aofniring 
industrial diseases# this is the engineering aspect of the 
problem* To be effective* engineering control mui- be fol
io-wet! by medical control*

Engineering Control of XHisi.
The tost in the working places in mines may be eon- 

trolled by us log i &* water$ b* local exhaust systems..! c* 
tost traps and filters! d# by .addition of other dusts| e*. 
by providing individual pro.taction*

a* later
fh® use of water is one of the most important general 

protective measures that ©ay be practiced by all underground 
mine# confronted with iust Hazard# The reduction of dost 
concentration by the use of water depeads. upon the effective 
wetting of the particles 10/# flies#- wetted particles must

10/ Cuming %  D* F* * Good Practice in Combatting Dust Ha surds Associated with Mining Operational Trams* A* 1* M# E*# ?ol* 
126, pp* 275-2S4* 1937*
be carried away in water or rendered more adhesive so that 
they will attach to solid surface# rather than be e&pellM into



the atmosphere* Small air-born© particle# that will not settle* 
when dry can be Increased in mast by the proper wetting of these 
particles* Hi© water m m  for combatting dust hazards should 
be, cooler than, the underground air, neutral in re-action,, and 
free from sediment or suspended particles*

then the underground fresh-air passages tend to dry out, 
•water lines tapped at 100-foot intervals should be provided 
so that the roof, the floor, and the walls may be sprayed 
occasionally* level stations at the fresh-air shaft should 
be wetted down at regular intervals*

In wetting down the working places, care should be taken 
to prevent excessive humidification of. the air* In mines 
where the temperature is high, the combination of high humidity 
and temperature is not bearable and causes discomfort or in- 
3ury to health* At" moderate temperature (tinder 70° F) th© 
relative humidity up to 10Q£ is unob$ec tienable, and a. nearly- 
saturated atmosphere Is not serious at a temperature of 80°, 
in a good current of air? otherwise, it is oppressive and a 
day*3 work rapidly diminishes with a further rise In temper**- 
ature and saturation*

b* Local exhaust systems
In order to secure the most efficient operation, two 

distinct steps must be taken, when controlling the dust by- 
local exhaust ventilation 2jL/*

11/ brinker, F*, and Batch* T*, Industrial Dost? McGraw- Hill Co*, lew Stork, 1936*



1* the air motion in the zone of dost proiiic blmx 
should be reduced to a minimum by eliminating' or eon troll
ing toy direct means all possible sources of air movement, 
before applying- tb© exhaust' hood*

2* The design and location of the exhaust hood .should 
toe to give a maximum aerodynamic efflcienty or maxxsoim air 
flow from the gone- of dust production and minimum flow from 
the ineffective-areas In which bo test is produced,

Either forced or -exhaust ventilation can bo used to 
control the duetj sometime# a combination of the tm  will 
give better results*

fhen forced ventilation la used, the tubing should to© 
brought to within about 20 feet of the breast and a return 
passage established toy son© means such -as dividing the open
ing' with a short piece of brattice, iff/* This feature 1$ 
important in creating a sweeping movement aero## the face 
and preventing surging of the- air in the heading* Im forced 
ventilation the tubing should always- toe elevated so that the 
air tend# to travel downward, carrying the uusfc produced at 
the face- away f m m  the breathing level*

then exhaust ventilation I# meed 10/* the pipe should, 
toe brought to within about 8 feet of the breast and should 
stay near the floor so that the testy air is carried m m  
from the breathing, son#* If the intake is provided with a 
"baffle--plate* a# wide m  the pipe diameter.! the eixxeienuy 
of exhaust collection is substantially Increased, tubing 
and piping must toe kept In good .repair and kinks or sharp



angular turns must be avoided* the discharge end of the tubing 
should'be fitted with a circular sleeve of metal to prevent 
fluttering., which adds to the resistance and produces an- In
terrupted air flow*

c* Dust traps and filters
The dust trap is a telescopic standard of light steel

tubing which can toe set vertically or horizontally J/* To
this standard Is fitted an adjustable right-angle bracket,
which supports a short length of metal tube? in this is 
fitted the alr-ejeete? or suction producer# At one end of 
this suction tube is a rubber hood with two holes, one of 
which connects with the suction tube and the other for the 
insertion of the- "drill steel* The filtering device Is fit
ted at the opposite or delivery end of the suction tube*
The dusty air is filtered through a fin©wi|u.allty* closely- 
woven flannel* the filter, in the form of a. bag, has an 
orifice at the top, forming the inlet, and an outlet at the 
bottom for the discharge of the trapped' dust* The- outlet is 
closet toy a strong steel clip* To operate the dust trap, 
the telescopic standard is set- up and the suction tube ad
justed . so that the rubber hood covers the place, where the 
hole.is to to# drilled* The compressed air is then -turned 
onto the ejector, the drill steel Is inserted through the 
hole provided in the hood, tod drilling proceeds*

Modern air filter# are divided into two general classes*
(1) Industrial unit# filtering heavy dust concentrations at 
low speeds, and (2) air conditioning filters handling low
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concentrations at high speed a*
The dust caught in industrial collectors usually has a 

reef or a nuisance value and is removed at regular intervals;* 
With a 'high dust' load* a predeaner such as a cyclone or 
settlement .cfca&ber is generally essential in order to reduce 
the concentration going: to fee filter to a practical working 
level*

General air^eXeaning filters are employed to modem &ir<~ 
qondltiontog plants* The filter carries, fee entire duet load 
without the use: of a precleaner although a cinder and spark 
trap may he needed* Usually the dust is valueless, and the 
filter medium. is renewed, or cleaned solely to. insure good 
filter operation*''

d* Addition of other dusts
For several years assay investigators have considered 

■certain, dusts ̂  coal# hematite#., shale# limestone#- cement# 
clay# and aluminum ~ not only m  harmless to themselves* but 
as exercising a favorable effect when inhaled wife more 
dangerous dusts* .

•fee .relative hamafulness of various dust mixtures eon-* 
toining free silica is difficult to predict* This is because 
of insufficient data concerning either fee particular sub- 
stances responsible for fee protective action or the manner 
to which they operate*

to recent years#, aluminum oust is found to be fee most 
practical prophylactic against silieostsj it does not in it* 
s&ff have any toxic effect*.



The effects of the addition of aluminous dusts may be 
summarised as follows ift/i

12/ Bremer# F** Antidotal locks, and. biXico&is* Canadian Mining Journal# 7ol* 60, No* 10# pp.* 589-595* October# 1939#

1* Many alminom rock dusts are capable of reducing 
the solubility of'quarts to a marked degree when mixed wife 
fee latter in equal proportions*

2* Bialycable alumina may be readily leached from many 
almainous rock and mineral dusts under conditions quite com
parable to those existing in body fluids*

3* This di&lymble alumina is capable of forming stain- 
able aluminous coatings on .fractured quarts surfaces*

4* The formation of this coating by aluminous rock dusts 
is the most important factor in reducing fee true rate of 
solution of quarts particles*

5* toe modifying; effect of. these dusts -on fee action of 
free silica in the lung is believed to be due chiefly to their 
coating ability*

6* The maintenance - to body fluids - of a satisfactory 
coating depends i?pon fee presence# locally# of a surplus 
quantity of leachable hydrated alumina*

7* These aluminous dusts arc not recommended as pro
tector dusts when a more, concentrated' and active form* such 
as metallic aluminum* is available* 

e. Individual protection
Pusi respirators and air masks are devices commonly used 

in dusty industries to provide personal protection*
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A dust respirator is a filtering device for removing
particulate impurities from breathed air* The respirator 
usually protects the nose and the mouth, and protective 
goggles are sometimes embodied in the face piece*, The fil
tering medium is made of paper, sponge, felted wool* or 
cotton* The filter can be either removable or permanent*

An air mask supplies the wearer with-clean air blown 
through a 'suitable hose line or pipe* there is no filter
ing or chemical action in the mask itself*

Medical Control of Dost 
Hi© medical control of dust diseases consists of phy

sical examination of workers prior to employment and at 
regular intervals thereafter*

The first well-known, extensive experiment in con
nection with the prevention of dust diseases has been done 
in the gold mines of South Africa * A central body of 
whole-time government medical officials, created in 1916 and 
called the Miners1 Phthisis Medical Bureau, made a thorough 
medical examination of the European miners and decided!

1* To conduct a medical examination of the workers 
before hiring them*

2* To conduct a periodic examination of each European 
miner every six months, in- order to detect all cases of 
silicosis or tuberculosis which arose among the miners*

3* To conduct a •benefits examination*' of all miners 
or ex-mihers who claim compensation in respect to the pres
ence or suspected presence of silicosis or tuberculosis*



4# To decide from 'the medical standpoint upon the 
claims' of dependents of deceased beneficiaries*

Medical control has two main purposes! First, the $e* 
velopmeiit of tuberculosis is' discovered at an early date, 
so that the victim can' be removed from' duty before he be
comes a dangerous source of infection to his fellow workers 
as well as- in time to prevent the development of added com
plications fro® continued dust exposure* In addition, the 
development of other diseases which lower'the resistance 
against dust Is brought to light in time to transfer those 
affected to nondusty occupations before permanent damage 
occurs* Second, this routine practice provides the only 
real measure of the effieacy of the control program*



PART I? 
FIELD BIDDIES

Location of ■Mine-.
The experiments were conducted in Idaho Springs, Colo

rado* in the Experimental line- of the Colorado School of 
Mines*

This mine, momu as the Idg&r line, is located at 
Idaho Springs, Colorado, twenty-three miles from Golden 
and forty miles from Denver* The transcontinental high
way, 0* S* 40, connects Denver- and Golden with Idaho 
Springs, which is one of the important mining centers in 
the Clear Creek-Gilptn district* This district lj/ ms one 
of the most productive- in Colorado during the period of early

13/ The Experimental Mine* Colorado School of lines Quarterly, Yol* XXI, Bo. 4* October, .1935*

mining in this state. The Idaho Springs area is still an 
active mining district*

The Berth American lining Company owns the Edgar Mine* 
The Colorado School of lines has a long term lease- on all 
the upper workings, including the Miami tunnel. Provision 
has been made for the use of the lower portions, of the mine 
entered, by the Big Five -tunnel, which is under and extends 
beyond the Edgar some i#000 feet.* The surface is held by 
the Berth American Company, the School of lines, and others, 
and is entirely free for the- use of the School*



flie experiments m m  a&d© in..a drift 'in the Miami tomnel, 
distance .of about €00 feet from the portal '(fig* 1).

long, in a. direction 1 and perpeniieuXay to the direction 
of fJiasii "tunnel* Its, altitude is about 7,000 feet*.

The drift is driven in a hard reels: composed of quarts 
biotit© schist of Idaho springs formation ana dips to.the 
Hortlv*West*

fiie drift contain# a atope which begin# at a distance 
of about 25 feet from, the entrance of the drift* this stop© 
is about 3 feet. wide, 20 feet in height, .and about 15- feet 
long| it is located in the footeail of the drift*

Types of Ixperiaents Performed
She main purpose of the investigation is to determine

the effectiveness of controlling duet in a drift by auxiliary 
ventilation without the use of water spray*. Other kinds of 
experiments were performed to compare the results of various 
methods of controlling dost*, fti# experiments done' can be 
classified as followss

1* Determination of the number of dust particles pro* 
duced#

2* Determination of -the settling rate of dust particles*
3* Control of dust fey v filiation using mi auxiliary, 

fan snd delivering different quantities of air to t»e drift
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of the drift*
4*. Determination of the amount of dust produced by dry

drilling with and without ventilation*
5* JPetermination of the amount of dust produced by wet

drilling'with and without ventilation*
6* Hi&ination of dusts by water spray*

Apparatus Bsed 
TUb apparatus used can he classified in two groups*

(1) Those used in the mine to produce and control dust*
(2) those mod in the laboratory in counting the samples*

In the experiments where drilling was not used, the dust 
was distributed by blasting 500 grams of material filth 1/4 of 
a stick of 40$ dynamite, using a cap and a 2~foot fuse* the 
dust was placed on a wooden bench at a distance of 3- feet 
from the heading* it is the tailing from a mill In Idaho 
Springs* A screen analysis was made using;- a 2GQ-gr* sample 
to determine the percent fine material (-200 mesh or less 
than 70 microns in si me) in the original sample* 

fable I shows the results of screen analysis*



Testing sieves! The Tyler Standard, notary Type.*' 
Original- sample! 200 grams*

  . fable 1 - tesnlts ■„ of Screen, inalvsj#.tj^ividyai' i cSSlativ® ! Per OeStf t nFer 15entMesh I Weights .1 Weight# I. Individual * Cumulative
.MMMm... i . t Weight# 1 Weights -

*20
28

i*i
.1:
fl
t•

5*5 
14 ♦ 5

1
1
1
1•

5*5
20*0

"" -i I 
1 2.75 * 
1 ! i 7.25 t

2,75
10,00

35 • 25.S
1
1 45*8 i 12*90 i

* s
22,90

48 36*0 1$* 82*6 I 13.43 i 41,30
65

1*# 28* 8
f
f•* 111*4

f I
! ‘ 14*40 ^ 55*70

100
1!a 43*2 !M 154*6 ♦ 1

1 21*60 t # # 77.30
150

I

**- 18*0 1
i* 172*6 I I

i 9*00 ?$ f 86,30
200

#! ‘ 11*1
I’ 1 * 183*7 » ■ 5.55 » 91.85

-200
X's 11*6

1t » -5.80 s ??. 6?
Tatal

■:
I 195*3

;
2 195*3

i 1
* 97,65 t 97.65

Mete-i From the above table. It can been seen that before
blasting about b% of the material was less than 70 microns 
(**200- mesh) in slee*

Only 4,7 grams or 2*35a* are- lost in screening*
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Ventilation
To supply the drift with different quantities of air,

a compressed air driven centrifugal Ventair Blower T-4,
\(fig# 3) was used# This fan weighs 75 pounds; placed on a 

miae car at the entrance of the drift# it intakes fresh air 
from Miami tunnel# and delivers it to the heading . through a 
30-foot pipe# $ inches in diameter* The pressure of the com-* 
pressed air supplied to the fan# measured hf a gage placed 
between the fan and the main line# was regulated by & valve* 

The fan was used in two different positions in the 
drift# First# tests were'made with different quantities of 
air when the'fan was placed in the lower-half part1 of the 
drift# the center of -pipe'being 30 inches above the floor*
In the second position# the pipe was elevated to the upper- 
half part of'the drift# 62 inches above the floor;'the ex
periments wove repeated with different quantities- of air as 
In the first'position*

A fan-test was run before'installing the-fan- in the 
mine# to determine the quantity of air it delivers at differ* 
ent compressed air pressures*

Tables II and III show the results of fan-test*
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Table. I I  -  Fain Blowing

t ___________L. Velocity i Velocity i QuantityPressure ■* Quantity I Pressure I in t in
#/st* in# 5 c*f*sa* i inches f f t

. .1. . . . .. .. ■ . .. ..    i. .. i  . .. ...

5i
60
70
00

70
95

33
35
40
45
45
47
47
50

0*330
0*471
0*610
0*720
0*f30
0*975
0,940
0*975

2,666
3,215

I I 
I *I
* 3,I
* 3*I 
I I I I,
I 4i 543 j
i 4,620

4,576

9 a
1,125
1,275
1,355
1,491
1,602
1,590
1,617

■Barometers 22*9
Cry toalB* 69,5° , Bet bulbl 50° F

Sample calculations

w * (22,9 - 0.373 x 0.195) = 0.05479

* » 1,097.4 * 1,097.4 /  o S l ^  :
i 5 0  5 0*35 31 3,215 ® 1,125 e,f*a*

Where w ~ density of air
i £ Telocity pressure 
Q * quantity of air, in e*f*»# 
k * area of the cross-section of pipe 
V * Telocity of air, in ft*/min*

3,21'



fable III «*■ Fan Estuisasting

 t Telocity f 7eloelty * QuantityI'Quantity : Pressure ; . in ' # in
#ln* I -c.f.m* i inches l ft./min* I

* .  i , .. .. . . i , *1
40 $ 35

1* ■ 0*230 tt 2,228 *
I 9801

50 1 • 37 I1■f 0,300
i
* 2,546I

1i* 891*60 * 
*70 *

40
*
1• 0.390 * 2,897•

»* 914
45

1* 0.490 i 3,2.59
5
$ 1,140

180 .1 46 ‘ I- I | 0.54©
t
1 • 3 *4242

**
*
1*

1,198j
90 # 50

t
*$
I

0.655 * 3,764t- 1,3172
95 1 30 ■ 0,660 I -3,775

*
1 1,321

1
95 t 50

I
f 0.685

** 3,852
:t 1,348

irometer* 
•y bulb*

22.9 i 
72° F

.11.
wet bulb*; 49° ¥

Sample calculationi

* s U ^ g|i- (22.9 -'0.378 x 1,

¥

Q

//-i-' * 1,097.4 ./57HW ■/ U'#:1,097,. 4

47 *0*35 x 2,228 * 780 Opt mi 
sphere w * tensity of air

i * velocity pressure
Q. x quantity of air, in culVa*
4 * area of the cross-seetion of pipe
V * Telocity of Sir* in

88 O#0556

* 2,228 ft./min.



Fig* 4 shows the fan as mounted for fan-test* fig* 5 
shows the gage used in fan teat*

Compressed Air
The compressed air is supplied to the mine by a vertical 

air compressor (Gariner-0#nver Co.*} driven by a General Slee- 
trie Induction Motor*. It supplies air at 100#/sq. In.

The holes were drilled with a compressed air driven, 
reciprocating, hand-feed drifter, clamped to a cross ana on 
a column'* the drill has a 3-inch cylinder and weighs 125 
pounds*

The drill steel is hexagonal, hollow steel, 1 inch in 
diameter,, and weighs 2#73 pounds per foot* The hole through 
which water and air are forced to remove cuttings, has a dia
meter of 17/64 inch.

Tiadcen cross bits were used; collaring was started with 
a 2-inch bit and the drilling was continued with 1 7/i and 1 3/4
inch bits tO- obtain- a hole 6 feet long*

the water, delivered, from- the storage tank of the mine, 
was sprayed by means of & water spray#. The (?Ig#6) ; spray is 
composed of a 3-inch tee and a mist spray hole 3/i inch in
diameter* 'Two hoses were connected to the tee-: a 1/2 inch
water hose with a plug valve supplies the water; a 3/4 inch 
air hose connected to a plug valve supplies compressed air*
The quantity of water .flowing through Mi© water line m s  2
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gallons per minute*
IMfCt AaOMmtm

Hie dust samples were taken with a ll̂ aget Imping©2* 
sampling apparatus*

fhe Midget Impxnper was developed by the Bureau of 
Uses ia cooperation with the' Onitoc oVJ.t;es Public Health 
Service in 1922 XU* the underlying principle of this in** 
strident Is baaed on impingement and wetting of the dust

M Schrenk, H# II#* and Feieht, W* £*f Bureau of Mine* gat Imping er* u* o* Bur*, of Mimes* I# C* 7076, pp*
1-7, June, 1939*

particles by drawing air through a bossle at high velocity 
.onto a smooth surface under a bubbling column of liquid*
She dust particles are retained in the liquid-#, fhe .appar- 
atus has been used widely,,: and permissible limits of dusti* 
ness have been established .in the Bnited States on the basis 
of results obtained with this device in correlation with 
medical studies*

fhe impinger apparatus consists of thei (a) iiipingerf 
(b) suction devicef. (c) collecting liquid m d  accessories*

a* lidget imping er
Fig* 1 shows "the midget impinger flask, which is about 

II cm* long: and 2*5 cm* in dimeter* It has a side arm. about 
1 cs*- in diameter tilted upward at an angle of 45 degrees to 
facilitate .dilution and cleaning*- the impinger flask is 
graduated at 5**stl* intervals for a total of 50 ml*. 1 mark at
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a point 5-im* from the Pot tom serves as a gold# for setting 
the nozzle of the impinger tube at the proper distance from' 
the bottom* foim projections on the lower end of the impinger 
tube aid in holding it centrally in the "flash.*, the tube 
through which the air.is drawn has an orifice 1 mm* in 
diameter*

One^hole leoprane stoppers were 'Used in the tops of the 
flasks* Hoair rubber stoppers were used for closing the side 
arW| and rubber caps or *Pollcmm* were used for closing the 
inlet to the impinger*

b. Suction apparatus
A pump designed especially for use with the midget %&** 

pimger has four cylinders disposed radially at 90° about a 
single^throw crank*. file intake valves connect to a collect 
tor ring* which in turn connects through a- check valve to 
the first surge tank* this in turn connects to a second 
through a needle valve* A vacuum gage is used to indicate 
the suction necessary to pull through 0*1 cubic foot of air 
per minute* fhe pump 1# so designed that minor variations 
in the crank speed do not • significantly affect the flow of 
air*

With a orifice and a vacuum of 12 inches of water*
the flow through the instrument is approximately 0*1 cubie 
foot per minute*

c* Collecting samples
.fig* t shows the complete midget ' impinger sampling



Fig. 8 - Midget Impinger Sampling Apparatus



apparatus used in the mine* the ease is open to show the 
pump and eight extra iMpinger flasks* the w&emm gage is 
in the top* Hie ease is hung by $ strap passing hack of 
the operator's neck* > hen not in operation* the strap is 
used in carrying 'the apparatus* the impingtr flask is con* 
aected to the suction apparatus by a piece of 1/4-in* rubier 
tubing* It is then held at the sampling point*

-the midget impingtr flask was filled' to the 10*ml* mark 
with the collecting liquid (propyl alcohol) for sampling* For 
easy counting, the suspension obtained was diluted to 15 or 
30 ml*, varying with the quantity of dust present*

Before being used, the impingera and rubber stoppers 
were washed with soap and water and suitable--brushes.* They 
were then rinsed thoroughly with tap water, distilled water, 
and then with the clear propyl alcohol*

Samples were collected from the breathing, sone of the 
exposed persons! sampling was done for 10 minutes at a pres* 
sure of 13 inches of water*

The sampling was started two minutes after blasting if 
blasting was used, or during drilling one 6*foot hole when 
drilling was used*"

The apparatus in the laboratory are used fori (1) Fro* 
paration of samples for examination! (a) counting*

Dust samples collected from the mine were counted by 
lighi*fi#Xd mieroproj ection method in the dust laboratory of 
the Mining Department of the Colorado School of Mines,. Golden, 
Colorado.*



The outs id© of the impinger ims cleaned carefully be
fore m j  of the stoppers were removed* After removal of th© 
small stoppers, the stopper holding th© implnger tube was 
loosened and the tube raised so that it was Just out of th© 
liquid* the inside of the tub© and all other parts of th# 
tub© and stoppers originally inside of the flask were rinsed 
with clean liquid, and allowed to drain into the flask* 
Sufficient clean liquid was then added to the impinger to 
bring the liquid up to the next graduation* then the flask 
was closed by solid stoppers*

Sedgwick-Bafter type counting cells were used# These 
are 1. mm* in depth .and have a capacity of 1 ml*

These cells were thoroughly cleaned in the same manner 
as the Impingera were cleaned, the edges were coated with a 
thin layer of vaseline to seal the cover, and then the cover 
slip was placed diagonally so that there were openings for 
the liquid to enter m d  th® air to escape from the cell* The 
flask was shaken thoroughly to distribute the dust uniformly 
throughout the liquid and the sample was withdrawn with a 
1-sil* pipette* During withdrawal of th© sample, the tip of 
the pipette was slowly dram from near the floor of th# 
flask up through the liquid to obtain a representative sample* 
Th# liquid was then allowed to drain into one opening of the 
cell so that the air had a chance to escape# The coveralip 
was then moved into place after th© cell was completely filled* 
Sometimes small bubbles formed in the cell but they did not



interfere with counting:#
The cell was allowed to stand undisturbed for 25 to 50 

minutes to permit dust to settle to the floor of the cell 
before counts were begun# In the counting procedure, only 
those particles on or near the floor of the cell counted, 
as the motion and poor visibility of the particles suspended 
in the liquid rendered their counting impractical*

All samples were counted by a microprojeetor (Fig# 9) 
manufactured by the Bans eh and bomb Optical Company* The 
microprojector arrangement consists ofl

1* A stage microscope (Fig* 10) with adjustable tube 
equipped .with a 16-mm# or 10Z objective and a 20X eyepiece 
surmounted with a right-amgle projection prism to transmit 
the light horizontally onto the vertically ruled translucent 
screen*

2* An automatic-feed carbon-arc lamp complete with con
denser and suitable rheostat for the available direct current# 

3* A heat filter for removing heat from the light be
fore it enters the microscope* This is a water cell in a 
heat-absorbing glass*

4* A ruled translucent screen (Fig* ll), 50 cm.* square, 
of material equal in transluceney, uniformity, and freedom 
from glare and other eye-irritating qualities* The basic 
rulings are 10 cm* squares* The middle strip,. 50x10 cm* in 
size, is subdivided In 20 squares, 5x5 cm* each* Four of the
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Fig. 10 - Microscope



Fig. 11•- Hicroprojector Screen
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10 cm* squares are further subdivided in 100 squares each* The 
10-cm* squares at a screen magnification of 1*000 diameters are 
equivalent to an area 0*01 mmi under the microscope* thus a 
particle is 10 microns in diameter if the irnag ©-diameter on 
the screen is 1 cm*

She projection distance (distance from microscope to 
screen) Is 117 cm** and the length of adjustable tube of the 
microscope is 17*4 cm*

5* Kernete controls to permit the observer at the screen 
to focus the microscope and operate th® mechanical stage*
These controls are made, from collars to fit over the focus and 
mechanical stage knobs* flexible cable* rod* and knobs to fit 
on the rods at - the screen to facilitate the operation of the 
controls* Th© microscope is arranged so that the shaft of the 
fine-focusing adjustment and the shafts of the mechanical** 
stage controls era perpendicular to the screen and so that the 
front of the stage points toward the observer when he is plac
ing an object on. the stage* The focusing was first done on a 
small auxiliary screen*

To remove the Sedgwick-Eafter cell from one field to the 
other while stationed at the screen* the observer can turn the 
mech&nical-stage controls*

6* light baffles to permit the mieroprojeetor to be 
used in a lighted room* They prevent light other than that 
from the microscope from reaching the screen*

The technician observes the screen from a light-tight 
compartment behind the screen# made of a black curtain*



The general procedure of counting th® particles in the 
counting cells is as followsi The counting cell# after it had 
been allowed to remain undisturbed for 15 to 30 minutes, was 
transferred to the stage of the microscope of the micropro
jector* The microscope was focused on the dust particles on 
and near the floor of the cell* the floor of the cell was 
located by focusing on the contamination in the corner or 
near the edge ©f the cell*. H I  th© visible particles in 
measured volumes (by screen and depth of cell) of the liquid 
were counted in five places (on# centrally located and the 
others distributed toward the four corners) in each of two 
cells from each sample* The .microscope was focused con tin-* 
uously during counting to make the particles go in and out of 
focus# thus rendering them easier to see and easier to assist 
in distinguishing between particles In the cell and on the 
screen*

All the counts were mad# by light-field method*
The concentration of dust in millions of particles per 

cubic foot of sampled air was calculated from the average net 
count per field# final volume of liquid#, and volume of air 
sampled* _ The method of calculating may be illustrated a# 
follows i|/t

Iff/ Brown# 0* £.# and Sehrenk# 1* fi*# A Technique for Use of the Imping or M.'thodl B* B* Bur* of Mines# I* C* 7026# p* 12# 
June# 1938*



Counts.X.final yolxaate.gf Jjspiager UawM,*,tm? .... x Volume of liquid in which counts made* mm->

fo&me W ’a l r T K ^  ** millions of particles
per cubic foot of sampled air*

Count * average net count per field*
Final volume of impinger liquid « initial Telum© of liquid X  

dilution factor*
1 ml* » 1,000 mm?
Volume of liquid in which counts made ® area of cell in which 

counts made X cell depth*
Air sampled s sampling rat© X length of sampling period*

The samples, were counted in the week following the day 
the samples were taken *



Experimental Bata
i. j m m S ftj &  Jtotfc

In order to determine the amount of dust produced, 
grams of material was blasted and■the sampling was started 
two minutes after explosion,#

In these experiments, as,well as in all others,, the 
average diameter of dust collected in the sample was less 
than 10 microns#

Table IV «* Amount of oust Produced

Dateof Particles I Concentration 
Counted % Millions perExperiment. f _._Avsr*_.. u -In Cu#.Ft*. .Air*.

duly 1 :t 
•

133*0 1
I
9

39*9♦Inly $ |I 181*0 *1
11&

72*4
July 8 i 10 5*6 42 * 2
July 15 !

#
133*7

*
I
*1

41 *1i
duly 22 I 165.1 49*5
duly 29 fIAugust 26 i

196*7 f$
♦

78*7
72*3 f1

Average 51.4

from the above table it can be concluded that an average 
50 million particles per cubic foot of air was produced by 

blasting 500 grams of material*
Motel

One experiment using, 1,000 grams of dust gave 
94*4 million particles*



2* Determination of settling rat® ,
500 grams of material was blasted and the sampling started 

2 minutes after blasting♦
the results of the experiments to determine the settling 

rate are summarised in fable ¥ which follows!
Table ¥ - Settling Mate

Date- ’ of
Bxoerimeht......

Time after Explosion ' Minutes ...

farticles’ Counted 
. .  Aver *__________ _ _

Concentration''Millions per
.,... Cu % .. .,££<*.......Air - 1 .. -  r r  -

July 8 2 181*0 72 *4
Ju ly 8 22 124*0 37*2
July $ 42 59*5 17*8
July §* 2 236*0 94*4
July 8* 22 162*7 48* 8
July 8* 42 89*0 26,7
July 22 2 165*1 49*5
July 22 72 10*8 3*2
July 29 2 196*7 78*7
July 29 72 4*4 1*3

* 12 is plotted using the number of particles in 
millions par cubic foot of air against time in minutes*

Hotel■Samples taken 22# 42* and 72 minutes after the ex
plosion contained* on the average* particle sizes- less than 5 
microns* From Fig* 12* it can be seen that after on© hour of
settling* the dust concentration is less than 10 million par
ticles* Assuming that the average .size was 5 microns* and the 
average gravity of dust 2*60* the above results check the re*

sample was 1*000 grams*
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71*.

stilts of experiments performed by Cummings 11/ and calculated 
by Stokes* law* He found that a quarts particle of 5 microns 
in diameter settles in 50 minutes*

3« Control offset by ventilation
The. purpose of this experiment is to determine the quan

tity of air to he supplied -to the drift to bring down the dust 
concentration to the permissible limitj and further to deter* 
mine the best position of the ventilation pipe in the drift*

The tubing was so placed that the air was delivered to 
the face at one side of drift and would sweep across the face 
either in an upward or downward direction depending on the 
%*@rtieal elevation of the pipe*

Two series of experiments were performed* first* with 
the pipe in the lower-half part of the driftj second, the pipe 
raised to the upper-half part of the drift* In both series of 
experiments* the different quantities of air delivered with 
the fan in a blowing position were approximately 900* 1,200* 
and 1,500 e*f*m#

The reduction in per cent was- calculated assuming the 
original sample contains 50 million particles per cubic foot 
of air#

Tables 71 and fll give the results of these experiments 
when blowing from lower -and upper-half part of the drift 
respectively*

Figs.- 13 and 14 are plotted using ventilation time in 
minutes against per cent reduction of dust concentration*
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table VI * Fan Blowing fro® Lower-Half of Drift

Date *Quant itys Ven tiXa tiorit Parti clest ̂ oncentratiomSeduction
of : of Air * lime * Counted millions per t in

toerimenii..&*£* &u rt Ml Till 4* As.s. .4ve;r*,T - ♦,? i

July 8 :* 1,500 1
: 5 i

* 55.1 1
1 16*50

f1 67.00
i ; 1 I iJuly 15 * 1,500 : 5 t 50.8 1 15*20 I 69*60
i 1 * I « 8July 15 t 1,500 ** 10 1 7.6 *• 2.30 .8• 95*40

July-15 * 1,500 11 15 1I 3*4 I 1*02 I.* 97*96
ft i 1 1 8July 22 t 1,500 I 5 1 21*8 8 13*08 1 73*84* t I ft 1July 22 * 1,500 1 10 $ •• 4# 4 $ 1*32 I 97*36
1 i 1 1 1July 22 t 1,500 t 15 1 2.9 1 0*87 $ 98* 26

t ft 1 1July 15 j 1,200 i 5 t 52*2 $ 15*66 1 68 « 68$ 1 * t 8July 15 * 1,200 t 10 ft 18*6 8 5*58 8 88.84I i 1 1 8July-15 1 1,200 t 15 ; . 5.2 1 1*56 8 96*88
t * 8 IJuly 22 1 1,200 i 5 * 64*2 8 19*26 I 6I.48

I : s ■ft 1July 22 1 1,200 l 10 l 20.6 1 6.18 I 87.68
1 I » « SJuly 22 % 1,200 i 15 t 9.1 8 2.73 1 94.54* i * 8 fJuly 2i 1 900 i 5 i 140*1 8 42,00 1 16*00
% I i 8 IJuly 29 t 900 : 10 * 34*2 8 10*26 ft 79*40
i i i 1 8July 29 1 900 t 15 s. 13 * 8 I 4*14 1 91.72

: : 8 I-July 29 t 900 t 5 I 150*5 I 45*15 f 9.70
July 29 I 900 is 10 J

: 23*2 88 8*96 11 86*08
* t 8 1July 29 1 900 I 15 * 13*7 8 4*11 3 91*78



Table V I I  -  Fan Blowing from Upper-H alf o f  D r i f t

of of Air s Time * Counted sMillions per $
 j  jtfsfa.x t*

August 5 
August 5 
August 5 ' 
August 5'

1August 5 
August 12

August: 12. 
Augusts 12 
■:August 12

August 12 
August 19

900

3 
$ :

900 t t900 t
? I t 
i 
% I 
3 
i I 
I I 
I * : t 
* 31*500 |

5
10
15
5

10

1*200 
1#*
1#'

If

15

70.2 fl 20*06 * 57*88
14*8

3
I 4*44 3 91*12

9*7 I 3*88 % 92*24
118*2 1 35*46 t 29*08
9*2 v S 2*76 31 94*48
4*5 : 1*35 3 97*30 

1
58.2 1

i 17*46 3 65*08
23*9 ■’■■■. 1 7*17 j 85*66
4*8 : 3

■i 1*44 : 97*12
I 3
t13.6 t 4*08 1 91*84

1.7 <■ 3 1 , 0*51 } 98*98
1 , 31*75 f 0.52 i 98*96A u g u s t - / I f  I 1 * 5 0 0  3

.Hotel
From th© preceding two tables it can- be seen that* 

supplying 1*500 c.f.nu of air for 15 minutes* the quantity of 
dust is reduced- to as low as 0*52 million particles per cubic 
■foot, of air*. Although 900 c*f *m.» for; a period of 15 minutes 
suffices to reduce the amount of dust- to 4*11. million when the 
pipe is low* and to 1*35 million when the pipe is high* it 
would be safer to supply 1*200 or 1*500 c.f.ia* for 15 minutes#



And further It can be concluded that with the pipe raised 
to 62 inches above the floor* the drift is ventilated more 
effectively than when the tubing, was in the lower position*

4. Dry drilling with and without ventilation
The samples were taken while drilling a 6-foot hole in 

hard country rock* First one hole was drilled without ventil
ation during which time the sample- was taken* Then the walls 
were wetted with a spray of water* ventilated and another hole 
was started-; the drift was ventilated at the same time*

The fan was delivering- about 1*500 c*.f*au with the pip# 
located at 62 inches shove the floor*

Table fill shows the results of dry drilling with and 
without ventilation*

Table fill - Dry Drilling With and Without Ventilation
Date" ^FarHcIes'* ISS^'traHon’''" "If©StHation'of Counted Millions per ' While Dry

M m M i M m *      Atftfct....... Ju*,.Xt*.Mr. . . Drilling.,.
August 12 816 408 Hone

August 19 293 176 With
August 21 309 185 With

Mote i
Ventilation did not decrease the.concentration of

dust in the mine air*

5* let drilling with and without ventilation
The purpose of these experiments is to determine the quan

tity of dust produced by wet drilling -and to investigate the 
reduction in dust concentration that can' be obtained if van—



tilatlon is used at the same time*
Table IX shows the results of wet drilling with and with

out ventilation.

Table XX - Wet Drilling With and Without Ventilation

DateofExperiment
ParticlesCounted
■Aver*

Concentration Ventilation 
Millions per While i'etCu* ft. Air Drilling

August 19 
August 26

25.1 7*53 lone
24*7 7*41 Hone

August 19 
August 26 
Hotel

10.2 With
11*5 3*45 With

Without ventilation the concentration is already less 
than 10 million particles per cubic foot of air* If ven
tilation is also used,, the concentration is further reduced 
and is well within the permissible limit of dustiness*

6. Elimination of dust by water spray
Water spray wa© used to compare its effectiveness with 

ventilation* 'The water was sprayed for three minutes at the 
end of which the sampling was started. The experiment was re
peated spraying the water for six minutes* fhe spray was' 
started two minutes after the explosion* fhe water flow‘was- 
2 gallons per minute* and the pressure of air was- S5#/sq.in* 

fable X shows the results of elimination of dust by water 
spray*



Table X - Elimination- of Dust by Water Spray

Date Time of ' Particles Concentration deductionof Spray Counted Hillions per inExperiment Minutes Aver* Cu* ft* Air Per Cent

August 26 3 B*4 2*52 94*96
August 26 6 5*4 1*62 96*?6

Hotel
The water spray lowers the concentration of dust to less 

than 5 million in a shorter time than ventilation*

Conclusion
Since the dust control in the mines became a major prob

lem, extensive studies were started* and the use of water was 
found to be the best means of reducing the amount of dust In 
the mine- air* It was found that the water spray eliminates 
99% of the dust produced. It was also found that the water 
spray cannot be used in all mines because of its effects upon 
the temperature and humidity of mine air. Where the water 
spray cannot be used* is it possible to control the dust by 
ventilation? If so* what would be the quantity of air neees** 
s&ry to reduce the dust concentration to the permissible limit 
of dustiness?

The main purpose of -the investigations undertaken was 
merely to find answers to these questions* In addition* 
other methods of dust control were investigated* Although 
the number of experiments performed is not enough to con-



©lu&© definitely, the result# observed can be summarised m  
follows t

1* It is possible to control dust by ventilation If 
sufficient quantity of air can be delivered tp the working 
place* mi# required'quantity can be supplied with a small 
blower.

it was observed that, in a &rift ?,x^* in cross section 
and *5Q feet lengf and with an original dust concentration of 
approximately 50 million particles per cubic foot of air, the 
permissible limit (1® million per cu* ft.) was attained with 
fOO c.f.m* air in 10 minutes. The lowest concentration (0.51 
million particles) was attained by delivering 1*500 c.f*m. 
for 15 minutes* From the results of these experiments, it can 
b# concluded that, in the above condition#* 1,200 of
air* delivered for 10 minutes* will be enough to reduce the 
dust concentration below 10 million particle# per cubic fooy 
of air*

It was further observed that with the pipe raised* the 
ventilation was more effective than with the pipe in the 
lower position; it was possible to eliminate in 10 minute# 
98*98$ of dust produced by delivering 1*500 e*f *m of air to 
the face*

2* Ventilation during dry drilling did not bring down 
the concentration to the permissible limit* and the number 
of experiments performed is not sufficient to give a defi
nite conclusion*

5* Wet drilling either with or without ventilation is 
effective in dust control* If ventilation cannot be provided*



wet drilling alone c m  be safely practised* this procedure 
is already in use in most mines*

4* In the conditions in which the experiments were per- ■ 
formed* in 6 minutes, 96*76$ reduction in dust concentration 
was obtained by water spray* Thus, water spray requires much 
less time than ventilation*

5* For future work, the repetition of the same tests 
(with the same or higher amounts of material) are recommended*

The experiments to control the dust by ventilation, par
ticularly with the air line in the elevated position* should 
be multiplied in order to-express the results with more accur
acy* However, care should be taken to avoid the recirculation 
of the air*

Experiments on wet drilling with and without ventilation 
should be supplemented by wet drilling with different quantities 
of water to determine the minimum amount of water necessary| and, 
further, wet drilling with ventilation should be investigated to 
determine the quantity of air to be delivered to the face,and 
the length of time necessary for ventilation*
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